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About The Tree
What is The Tree?
The tree takes you deeper in the word of God through commentaries, word studies,
cross-references, keyword studies, maps, charts and many other resources. These resources have been indexed down to verse level so that you can root yourself deeper
in the word of God through extensive cross referencing and studies.
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“

And out of the ground the Lord God
made every tree grow that is pleasant
to the sight and good for food. The
tree of life was also in the midst of the
garden, and the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil.

”

Genesis 2:9 (NKJV)

Access The Tree
How to access The Tree:
To access The Tree simply tap the verse number you wish to see study notes for or tap
and hold your finger on a verse and select the tree icon. Upon tapping the verse number or holding your finger on a given verse the tree pane will appear at the bottom
(figure 1). This pane is adjustable via the The Tree bar (figure 2). Tap and hold the The
Tree bar with a single finger to adjust the size of the The Tree pane (figure 2).
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Navigate
Navigate The Tree:
The Tree toolbar allows quick return access to your root verse (the original verse you
accessed the Tree with).
Root Verse/Verse History:
Displayed in this area is your root or current verse in which you launched the Tree
from. To easily navigate back to that verse tap the root verse and you will be taken
back to that verse in the Bible. When pressing for a few seconds the root verse you
will be taken to your verse history.
Navigate:
Navigate within the referenced verse...
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Tree Content
Content Within the Tree:
The Tree contains a wealth of knowledge to help you grow in God’s word. The intuitive
interface is tailored specially to make studying the word of God easy. Just by a tap of
your finger you can access Commentaries, Verse Footnotes, Concordance, Related
Footnotes and more, all throughout the Bible without losing your current verse.

